"A great wine requires a madman to make him grow,
a wise man to watch over him, a lucid poet to make
him, and a lover who understands him." - Salvador
Dalí

Wine is the most civilized
thing in the world.
Ernest Hemingway

Spain
demarcated
wine regions

BARCELONA

Codorníu

Codorníu is synonymous to the history of a family of winegrowers
which goes back to the XVI century. It is the oldest family business
in Spain and one of the oldest in the world. It now has 450 years of
history behind it.
A good cava is made from premium quality grapes. That’s why
Codorníu carefully selects its grapes and manages its vineyards
meticulously. For many years now it has applied sustainable
winegrowing practices, in other words, allowing nature to run its
course and only intervening when there are imbalances. Thus
Codorníu combines tradition and innovation in the cava making
process controlling each stage of the process until the product
reaches final consumers.

Barcelona

Available from

Wine & Spain

Torres Winery

Discover the world of wine through this multisensory experience.
After touring the winery and having acquired a basic
understanding of
winemaking and wine tasting, you will be ready to perform a
professional evaluation of the wines we will taste at the end of the
class.
By following the basic steps used in professional tastings –
visual, olfactory and gustatory examination – and interpreting your
sensations and observations, you will be able to determine the
characteristics of each wine!
Let yourself go through an amazing experience in which your
senses are the main character; taste, smell and the location of this
cellar will make your tour unforgettable.

Barcelona

Available from

Wine & Spain

LA RIOJA

Marques de Riscal

In the heart of the Marqués de Riscal wine cellars, a colossal project has
been brought to life with the special contribution by the Canadian
architect, Frank O. Gehry. It gives shape to the cellars’ spirit –
innovation and tradition are united in a single building, made using the
most modern materials and constituting a true architectural landmark.
Without a shadow of a doubt, the City of Wine is one of the most
ambitious projects ever undertaken in Spanish wine cellars to date.
A complex set in around 100,000 m2devoted to making, caring for and
studying wine which offers you the chance to enjoy everything that
wine and the people involved in winemaking stand for, in the purest
and most natural way. In a nutshell, a different, profound experience of
the culture of wine and its essence.

La Rioja

Available fom

Wine & Spain

TOLEDO

Wine & Spain

Winery and Wineyards Casa del Valle

Winery and vineyard Casa del Valle is located between Toledo and
Aranjuez, in the heart of Valdelagua farm.
More than 250 hectares of vineyards and olive grove with almond
trees, cypresses and lavenders. It has a winery that maintains the taste
of traditional architecture of the zone, surrounded by cared gardens ,
with open courts and the majestic Valdelagua hall, decorated with
refined and smart style.

Toledo

Maximum capacity

Available:

PALMA

Maciá Batle

Wine & Spain

Bodegas Macià Batle has been making wines with passion since 1856,
and now more than ever. A new generation of grape-growers and
oenologists has begun working in an effort to create excellent quality
modern wines using select traditional Majorcan vines.
Exquisite wines with body and soul that are on par with the highest
international standards, blessed with 300 days of sun per year.

Palma

Maximum capacity

Available:
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JEREZ
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Fundador Cellar

The group of buildings which make up the historical nucleous of
the cellar has two main entrances. One of them, situated in the
southern part, is located in the area called Puerta de Rota, so called
because this is where you can find one of the gates of the Arab wall
that surrounded the city during the Middle Ages and of which
several sections are still well preserved. This entry features a
beautiful garden designed in 1823 and which has almost one
hundred different plants and trees, as many indigenous species as
from other origins. The other entrance, the northern one, is
located in the medieval heart of Jerez.
The Bodegas have been perfectly integrated into the urban design
of Jerez since the 18th century, becoming some of the best
examples of what is locally known as “winemaking architecture”, –
large buildings that demonstrate the importance that the wine
industry has always had on the city and its surroundings.

Jerez de la Frontera
Maximum capacity

Available:

Wine & Spain

Tío Pepe Cellar

By the early 19th century Jerez had become the wine capital of the
world. In 1835, Manuel Mª González Angel put all of his savings
into the founding of a small winery and within 20 years González
Byass grew to become the leading exporter of sherry wines in
Jerez.
The first bodegas (storage houses where sherry is aged and
matured) were built at this time.
By the time of his death in 1887, Manuel Mª González Angel had
not only built up a flourishing business but also created a unique
architectural legacy.
A visit to the González Byass TIO PEPE winery in Jerez will transport
you back in time to Jerez in the 19th century, although a fine glass
of Tío Pepe sherry will soon bring you back to the present…

Jerez de la Frontera
Maximum capacity

Available:

Wine & Spain

What can be done
with wine?

Wine activities

Wine & Spain

We transform corporate events into leisure and tasteful occasions, creating
elegant moments through craft wine selections.
We are a versatile and dynamic venue spaciliced in personalized service: our
only goal is to tailor each tasting to your every need in order to fulfill your
business objectives.
We provide quality and distinguished service, where we care about details and
where the customer only should relax and have a good time. During the activity,
different wines, cava or spirits will be tasted, in a fun and pleasant atmosphere
where complicity among
participants will arise.
The sommelier goes wherever the client says and with all the necessary
equipment: Riedel glasses, wines/cavas/spirits, cheeses/ham, aromas games,
decantes, etc.
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Time for Wine Academy

Wine & Spain

The Wine Academy offers a new, original and innovative concept. The game is set-up as a
Team Building Activity that will transform the participants in true oenologists, for one day:
You are the owners of an imaginary winery in the most famous wine region of Spain – the
Ribera del Duero, producing a large selection of different grape varieties. You will work in a
team towards the creation of your own wine. All the decisions you will take in the vineyards
and at the winery will have important implications on your marketing, commercial and
financial strategies.
The blending and assembly in fair proportions is one of the crucial moments to create the
best wine and win the contest. It is not the only one! It also requires great creativity to
invent the brand and draw the label of the wine. The Wine Academy is a fun activity in
which attendees are the true protagonists as they learn the wine making process. This
unique activity is not limited to a fixed environment. It can be organized anywhere the
customer wants, always adapting to his needs.
First the organizer will present and the teams will achieve – all the required tasks:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Choose the type of wine that will be produced: AOC, table wine, etc.
Fix the commercial and marketing strategy for their wine.
Elaborate their wine by assembling the different grape-varieties. To do this they are
given 5 different single-variety-wines and a little lab to mix them.
Design the label of their wine and stick it to their wine bottle.
Then the organizer will analyze the economical chances of survival and the business
strategies of each winery.
Finally the teams will blind test all created wines and elect their favorite and their
worst wine. The wine created by each team may triumph as the Academy’s great
reserve or unluckily it’s best vinegar.
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Wine Promenade

Wine & Spain

In its exclusive range we offers several unique formats of events that enable your company
to convey an image of prestige and exclusivity to its customers. Our intention is to help you
achieve the communication objectives you may have with your customers. To do this, we
will create the ideal environment so that you can mix business with pleasure.
The Vinelis Wine Promenade is an exceptional event in which are staged a large selection of
the finest wines. It allows you and your guests to taste a selection of the finest wines in a
comfortable and relaxed environment appropriate to create and establish contacts.
Format: attendees are standing, allowing great mobility..
•
Informal atmosphere, suitable for business.
•
Suitable for networking events.
•
Recommended for a large number of guests.
This event can be combined with a cocktail or a dinner, where you may include some of the
wines of the tasting. The Wine Promenade® is customizable to meet your needs in any
situation. Multiple locations or “tasting stations” are organized with exceptional wines,
grouped by regions or grapes, among other modalities. Guests wander freely between
“tasting stations” while discovering and tasting wines at will. Our experts will be present at
all times, to guide the tasting and answer questions arising among the attendees.
Approximately around 8 pm: Champagne and speeches. Our wine expert can make a brief
presentation on the different techniques of tasting (optional).
About 9 pm: The Wine Promenade will be opened by our experts, on the selected topic.
Examples: Rioja vs. Ribera two great vineyards, Bordeaux classics, Old vs. New World, the
fashionable new wine regions of Spain, Parker’s 100 points, etc.
The events in our exclusive range are an ideal tool to meet your public relations’ objectives.
They convey prestige, and award status to your company and your guests will share an
unforgettable evening with you.
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Wine Power Quiz

Wine & Spain

The Wine PowerQuiz is a game designed to be enjoyed in two formats, either during a wine
pairing dinner or during a wine tasting. The animator will propose a series of questions
about the wines tasted so that participants will compete against each other, individually or
in teams. So that everyone can participate and have fun, at the start of the event, a brief
explanation of wine tasting practices will be held.
Dinner consists of four or five dishes, and each dish is served with a different wine. During
and after the tasting process, participants were posed a series of questions about the wines
tasted. Responses are collected by remote voting keypads. The Wine PowerQuiz uses
individual voting systems, in real time, which enables you to test participants on the wines
tasted. The results are instantly shown graphically in PowerPoint slides projected on a large
screen. After each five questions set, the results of the best teams and players are
displayed. At the end of the game the ranking of winners is projected, both individually and
in teams. The best team and best individual player receive nice bottles of wine.
•
Turnkey solution.
•
Unique, original and fun.
•
Recommended for internal and corporate events.
•
Fosters the spirit of competition.
•
Ideal for teambuilding activities, seminars, training, incentives.
•
Recommended for groups between 15 and 200 people.
•
Realizable in several languages: Spanish, English and French.
The duration is approximately 1-2 hours, depending on the format you choose.
A unique entertainment to liven up your dinner. This interactive game will liven up your
business dinners and promote competitiveness among participants. No need for heavy
logistics, the Wine PowerQuiz is simple to implement. It can be installed quickly anywhere,
without the need to reserve additional space, or hire special rooms. Furthermore, it is
flexible and customizable as we can include questions about the company itself. A unique
entertainment to liven up your dinners and share knowledge, experience and skills.
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Bacchus Olympiads

Wine & Spain

A different kind of incentive in which you will discover the potencial of your teams. Team
building activities around wine related tests and challenges where the main objective is to
find the name of a “mystery wine”. Generally held outdoors, this challenge is presented in
the form of Wine Olympiads thus promoting each participant talents in a unique way and
creating tight-knit and motivated teams.
Games of the contest:
- The aromas of wines: Which team will have the olfactory sensitivity to best identify the
different wine aromas in a series of samples of the NEZ DU VIN® from Jean LENOIR.
- Roll the barrel: Will you be able to tame the damned barrel on the curvy circuit?
- The love harvest: Harvesting is a real sport but if you do it with a partner, things get much
easier. But by all means, avoid the “grapes of wrath”…
- The musical grape-treaders: The selected team will have to tread the grapes singing their
favorite melody, so that they press the required quantity of must, imitating the purest
tradition of the past.
- The color of wines: Try to correctly identify the colors of white, rosé and red wines served
in dark opaque glasses. Not as easy as you may think.
- The art of the venencia: This is a true challenge from a lovely Andalusian tradition: See if
you are able to pour your fino sherry from the venencia like a real Jerez venenciador.
- Filling and sealing the bottles: Fill the bottles, put the cork as fast as you can and keep cool
and collected. - The cava “remueurs”: Impress your rivals! Rotate 60 cava bottles 45º in a
record time.
- The Bacchus drawings: Test your creativity and have your team mates guess the wine
artifacts you have just drawn on the white board.
The Bacchus Olympiads are designed to be organized outdoors but they can perfectly be
set under cover in case of bad weather.
This interactive activity is perfect for groups between 20 and 200 people. .
The time required varies between 1h30 and 3h00, depending on the size of the group..
Select among ten original and exciting games to compose your own Bacchus Olympiads.
Can be organized in English, Spanish and French.
The Bacchus Olympiads will create a true group dynamic and reveal the talents of all
protagonists.
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CONTACT US:
OUR FIRM, MISSION STATEMENT AND VALUES:
+ 34 914 230 016
•
•
•

Quality, training and growth
Business vision
Commitment to our clients

•

Know-how - More than 17 years experience and with more than 1,200
successfully managed events gives us an extensive know-how of the client’s
needs and goals when organizing an event
Original Ideas: Finding the perfect reward is not an easy task, that's why we
devote every effort into finding the most original ideas which are appropriate for
your event.
Marcom services: Our total service, a key product in hand with a highly
competitive price level. Internally we have all the resources and knowledge
necessary to carry out your requests.
Innovation: To be the first to hit the right target always has its rewards. We
generate innovative products so that your customers are first in line.
Quality: Our quality policy covers all areas of our services, providing methods
from planning through necessary services to the exploration of additional
resources.
Integrating value: An innovated, global and creative service at the best quality
and at the best market price available.

•
•
•
•
•

presstour.dmc@presstour.es

